1. Introduction {#sec1-materials-11-00427}
===============

X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) is a widely used experimental technique that finds extensive application in materials engineering \[[@B1-materials-11-00427],[@B2-materials-11-00427],[@B3-materials-11-00427],[@B4-materials-11-00427],[@B5-materials-11-00427],[@B6-materials-11-00427],[@B7-materials-11-00427],[@B8-materials-11-00427],[@B9-materials-11-00427],[@B10-materials-11-00427]\]. XRD can be used for the quantification of phase composition, preferred grain orientation (texture), and also offers a powerful non-destructive way to measure lattice strain in a variety of crystalline materials \[[@B11-materials-11-00427],[@B12-materials-11-00427],[@B13-materials-11-00427],[@B14-materials-11-00427]\]. Residual stresses that remain in a material after various processing operations have a significant influence on the mechanical properties and structural performance of materials and components. The relationship between residual stresses and lattice strains has been the subject of extensive study over the last century \[[@B15-materials-11-00427],[@B16-materials-11-00427]\], and led to the appreciation of the multi-scale nature of these phenomena \[[@B17-materials-11-00427]\], and the refinement of modelling tools that assist the conversion from XRD measurements to strain evaluation and residual stress calculation. The presence of residual strain changes the interplanar lattice spacing with respect to the strain-free state, and affects the XRD pattern by causing a systematic shift of the peak centre, so that careful analysis of diffraction pattern changes can be used to quantify lattice strain \[[@B18-materials-11-00427]\].

One advantage of XRD is its non-destructive nature, which means no material removal is involved in the experiment, unlike other destructive or semi-destructive methods such as hole-drilling \[[@B19-materials-11-00427]\], FIB-DIC ring-core milling \[[@B20-materials-11-00427],[@B21-materials-11-00427]\], slitting \[[@B22-materials-11-00427]\] or layer removal \[[@B23-materials-11-00427]\], etc. XRD is also eminently suitable for in situ strain measurement that can be done to observe and quantify the strain evolution during thermal and deformation processing. An additional advantage of the high energy synchrotron XRD method is that it can penetrate the sample and provide information about the average bulk strain, as opposed to other methods such as strain gauge analysis \[[@B24-materials-11-00427]\] or laboratory X-ray diffraction \[[@B25-materials-11-00427]\] which can only evaluate strains at sample surface.

It is convenient to distinguish between synchrotron-based and conventional laboratory XRD, due to the vast difference in flux and resolution that can be typically attained using these approaches. Although lab-based X-ray equipment is more commonly available, it has significant limitations in terms of sample thickness, spatial resolution and data collection time. High energy synchrotron X-ray transmission configuration relies on high flux, brightness, energy and penetration ability, making it possible to use micro-scale beam sizes and achieve better spatial resolution \[[@B26-materials-11-00427]\]. In the present study we leave aside the single crystal Laue XRD configuration \[[@B27-materials-11-00427]\], and concentrate on polycrystalline XRD. The interaction between an incident collimated monochromatic X-ray beam and a polycrystalline aggregate or powder leads to a series of scattering cones that produce concentric Debye-Scherrer rings on a 2D detector mounted coaxially with the beam. Obtaining precise strain values requires careful interpretation of 2D XRD data so that the radial peak position is determined with the accuracy approaching $10^{- 4}$ or better. Developing reliable and efficient methods for 2D XRD pattern interpretation is one of the key remaining challenges in the area of XRD strain analysis.

Conventional data analysis is a multi-stage process which involves three main steps: calibration, conversion of the 2D pattern(s) into a 1D profile(s), and Gaussian fitting for peak centre determination to calculate strain values.

In the first step, calibration is performed for sample-detector distance, image centre of diffraction pattern as well as corrections for the geometrical distortion due to detector's orientation. Errors are inevitable during calibration and interpretation. They can arise when collecting diffraction pattern from the positioning of a standard calibration sample, or in the subsequent calculation that involves data reduction and manipulation. This is the first error source. Microstrains normally concern sub-pixel ring movement. Therefore, it is very likely that when the magnitude of micro-level residual strain itself is not large enough, errors become dominant and cover up the real value of residual strain.

For the second step, 2D diffraction patterns are converted into 1D intensity-2$\theta$ profiles. By putting upper and lower limits on the angle range of azimuthal integration a sector (similar to a 'cake slice') for integration is defined. The equivalent 1D profile extracted from this sector is the strain towards the direction at the average angle of upper and lower limits. The way to obtain a strain along a specific angle is often informally referred to as 'caking' \[[@B28-materials-11-00427]\]. Nevertheless, the 'caking' approach is not entirely straightforward, as it requires defining sectors for azimuthal integration range, selecting directions, etc. On top of this, the results from this analysis are based on an average of the whole section which is imprecise in the case of textured sample (whose ring intensity is not uniform). This is the second error source.

Step three is to calculate strain values from tracking peak positions on 1D intensity-2$\theta$ plot. Peak positions are attained by Gaussian fitting of the integrated profiles. Note that peak centre obtained here is in 2$\theta$ value. *d*-spacing, the distance between adjacent lattice planes, is related to 2$\theta$ according to Bragg's law $$2d\sin\theta = n\lambda$$ where $\lambda$ is the wavelength of the incident X-ray and n is a positive integer. The relationship between residual strain and d-spacing is given by $$\epsilon = \left( d - d_{0} \right)/d_{0}$$ where $\epsilon$ is elastic residual strain, *d* is *d*-spacing of the processed sample and $d_{0}$ is the value of *d*-spacing when the sample is strain free \[[@B29-materials-11-00427]\]. Nonetheless, useful Gaussian peak fitting demands continuity and symmetry of peaks, which require high quality Debye-Scherrer rings with high intensity and good uniformity. However, this is not always possible due to the nature of texture introduced in the processed sample or the lack of sufficient grain sampling by the beam (within the gauge volume). As a consequence, the 1D plot converted from grainy diffraction pattern has poor quality peaks and this leads to inaccurate or even unsuccessful Gaussian peak fitting. This is the third error source.

For convenience, the 3-step method described above is referred to as ConFit (conversion + Gaussian fitting) method in the following text. The determination of the absolute peak position involves errors from the three sources discussed above. The limitations of ConFit method result from the fact that conversion from the 2D diffraction pattern to 1D plot followed by fitting is required. On the other hand, the interpretation of each 1D plot provides complete information including peak position, peak width, peak shape and relative intensity. However, complete information is only sought in the more complicated full pattern analysis which seeks to evaluate phase composition, texture, grain size and strains. In contrast, strain measurement only relies on the relative change in the lattice parameter that corresponds to the radial relative position shift of the ring segment in the diffraction pattern. Therefore, tracking the ring shift only is sufficient for strain evaluation, and may be accomplished avoiding the 2D to 1D conversion.

Digital Image Correlation (DIC) offers a means of determining the relative displacement between two or more 2D images. In recent years, DIC has been newly adopted for the treatment of Laue diffraction data. Petita et al. \[[@B30-materials-11-00427]\] presented Laue-DIC as a new method which is able to determine the Laue spot motion field and obtain the local elastic strain increment and the relative lattice rotation. Later on, enhanced Laue-DIC was developed by Zhang et al. \[[@B31-materials-11-00427]\]. The improvement of enhanced Laue-DIC is mainly reflected on two aspects: the capability of calculating (i) the deviatoric elastic strain and orientation of the lattice (ii) the calibration parameters. Nonetheless, to the best of our knowledge, so far no work has been reported that utilises DIC to analyse 2D XRD patterns for strain evaluation. In this paper XRD-DIC is proposed as a method of analysing 2D XRD data for full in-plane strain measurement. XRD-DIC utilises DIC technique to analyse 2D XRD patterns directly, without 2D to 1D conversion, and has the advantages of being robust, easy to use, and accurate. As an illustration, XRD-DIC is used here to analyse high energy synchrotron 2D XRD data attained from the central line scan in a magnesium alloy AZ31B bar after 3-point bending.

2. The XRD-DIC Approach {#sec2-materials-11-00427}
=======================

2.1. DIC Introduction {#sec2dot1-materials-11-00427}
---------------------

DIC provides non-contact measurement of the displacement field on sample surfaces by using image processing methods and numerical computing to compare sequential images \[[@B32-materials-11-00427]\]. DIC was originally developed for tracking particles moving in flow (velocimetry). With the development of imaging techniques and increased processing power in computers it became possible to improve DIC resolution to allow the detection of the small displacements associated with both elastic and plastic deformation of solids. There is currently a broad range of applications of DIC in science and engineering for measuring displacements and evaluating strains at both the microscopic and macroscopic level. The application of DIC in combination with FIB ring-core milling allows the evaluation of residual strain at the microscopic scale \[[@B20-materials-11-00427],[@B21-materials-11-00427],[@B33-materials-11-00427]\]. In macroscopic mechanical experiments, such as crack opening experiments \[[@B34-materials-11-00427],[@B35-materials-11-00427]\], DIC is used to locate cracks and perform precise crack opening measurements \[[@B36-materials-11-00427]\]. Moreover, DIC can be utilised to monitor displacements of large engineering structures \[[@B37-materials-11-00427]\].

2.2. DIC Implementation {#sec2dot2-materials-11-00427}
-----------------------

DIC determines the displacement field of the region of interest (ROI) in a deformed image by comparing it with the reference image. A variety of DIC packages are available, such as Opencv, Ncorr and DaVis. The DIC package used herein is a Matlab compiled version developed by C. Eberl and M. Senn \[[@B38-materials-11-00427]\] which includes pre-processing, tracking and post-processing of the data.

### 2.2.1. Pre-Processing {#sec2dot2dot1-materials-11-00427}

In this compiled version, a sequence of images can be saved into a file named 'filelist' for the purpose of analysing multiple images in one DIC analysis. The first image in the image sequence is called the base image, which acts as the reference image. The arrangement and the position of markers (e.g., evenly distributed in a rectangle area or on a line) can be defined by choosing ROI on the base image, and then the position of each marker are written in files 'gridx' and 'gridy' with x and y coordinates (unit: pixel) as its initial position. As indicated in [Figure 1](#materials-11-00427-f001){ref-type="fig"} two markers (green dots) are placed. Each marker occupies one pixel and is associated with a particular subset window. In the current analysis subset window was selected to be a square area with size 3 × 3 pixels.

Aside from placing markers, a parameter 'Correlation Size' (*corrsize*) needs to be set for DIC. It has a unit of pixel and limits the size of 'searching area' (blue squares in [Figure 1](#materials-11-00427-f001){ref-type="fig"}). Searching area is the square region around a marker within which the marker is being tracked. The size of searching area is 2 × *corrsize* + 1, where 1 pixel comes from the pixel occupied by the marker. In [Figure 1](#materials-11-00427-f001){ref-type="fig"}, *corrsize* is 10 pixels and subset window size is 21 pixels.

### 2.2.2. Tracking and Post-Processing {#sec2dot2dot2-materials-11-00427}

In the tracking process, subsequent images are sequentially compared with the base image, in order to determine the displacement field of the deformed ROI in each image. Displacement field of ROI is described with the displacement of each marker distributed in the ROI. Note that each marker corresponds to its own 3 × 3 subset window. By moving the subset window of a marker around its searching area, the cross-correlation surface can be calculated. The details of cross-correlation surface calculation are explained in the literature \[[@B39-materials-11-00427]\]. The new position of the marker is found as the peak position of the cross-correlation surface. Integer pixel accuracy can be determined by simply locating the coordinates which have the maximum value in the cross correlation surface, whilst sub-pixel accuracy is achieved by peak fitting of the cross-correlation surface. In practice the local shape of the correlation function landscape in the vicinity of the peak can be sufficiently well approximated by a low (e.g., second) order polynomial. This facilitates the determination of the peak position to a resolution typically better than 0.05 pixel \[[@B39-materials-11-00427]\]. The quality of the peak is expressed by the correlation coefficient (*cc*) which is equal to the maximum magnitude of the cross-correlation function whose maximum value is 1. Another important measure of the marker tracking effectiveness is the standard deviation (*sd*) of peak position which shows the displacement precision. Images with good contrast and low noise lead to sharp peaks with *cc* magnitude close to 1 and small peak width (hence a low *sd*) in the cross-correlation surface. This leads to low error in the evaluation of the relative displacement between images. The new positions of each marker on a series of deformed images are recorded and the relative displacement (both in the x- and y- directions) is obtained by comparing it to the initial positions in the base image.

If a marker has a relatively large *sd*, small (near zero) *cc* or large displacement with respect to its neighbours, it means its quality of tracking is poor. For this reason, marker 'cleaning' is performed to eliminate those markers which exceed particular thresholds. It turned out that in this work only 13 out of 279 markers (4.66%) were removed ("cleaned") due to ineffective DIC tracking. This also indicates that the DIC results have good robustness.

The application of DIC on 2D XRD patterns (XRD-DIC) is outlined in detail below by way of an example: evaluating residual strains of the central line in a 3-point-bent bar.

2.3. Advantages of XRD-DIC {#sec2dot3-materials-11-00427}
--------------------------

The major advantage of using DIC to analyse 2D X-ray powder diffraction patterns (Debye-Scherrer rings) is that it can avoid the necessity of 2D to 1D conversion and fitting. This means that errors due to calibration, conversion and fitting can be minimised. Moreover, the effort-intensive radial-azimuthal binning exercise often referred to as 'caking' is no longer needed to attain strains in different directions. Instead, in the XRD-DIC approach, the lattice strains in an azimuthal direction of interest can be evaluated by tracking the movement of the ring segment in this direction, extracting the radial component of displacement, and dividing it by the original ring radius to quantify lattice strain. This approach is easier and more straightforward, since 'caking' typically performs binning and averaging within an entire sector ('slice' of the 'cake'), whilst XRD-DIC only seeks to interpret information about the immediate vicinity of the selected markers, and is therefore more convenient and even potentially more precise in this sense. Furthermore, full in-plane strain analysis can be readily accomplished \[[@B40-materials-11-00427]\] in one DIC analysis by selecting as many ring segments as necessary and calculating strains, from which principal directions and principal strains can be determined. In principle, XRD-DIC is likely to have the capability to measure lattice strains at the accuracy that can reach ∼$10^{- 5}$.

In this paper the use of DIC for 2D XRD data strain analysis is proposed, implemented and discussed. The experimental example chosen to illustrate strain evaluation by XRD-DIC is an X-ray line scan along the central line in a 3-point bending experiment. The material selected was magnesium alloy AZ31B which had previously processed using Constrained Groove Pressing (CGP, a flavour of Severe Plastic Deformation, SPD \[[@B41-materials-11-00427]\]) in order to promote grain refinement.

3. Material and Experiment {#sec3-materials-11-00427}
==========================

3.1. Three-Point Bending {#sec3dot1-materials-11-00427}
------------------------

Mg AZ31B alloy is important for use in 'lightweighting' in electronics and automotive applications. One of the challenges for the wider use of these alloys is its inherently large grain size that leads to relatively poor mechanical properties. Grain size can be refined either by alloying \[[@B42-materials-11-00427]\] or by SPD \[[@B43-materials-11-00427]\]. CGP, as a method of SPD, was used to prepare samples and fine grains of the size in the range of ∼2--5 $\mathsf{\mu}$m were obtained. The microstructure is illustrated in [Figure 2](#materials-11-00427-f002){ref-type="fig"}c in the form of an EBSD (electron backscatter diffraction) map of the sample cross-section after CGP.

A 1.8 mm wide and 2.1 mm thick bar cut from a CGP-processed magnesium AZ31B alloy plate was deformed by 3-point bending using a 5kN Deben (MT10223, 5 kN Extended Tensile Tester), as illustrated in in [Figure 2](#materials-11-00427-f002){ref-type="fig"}b. The distance between the pins was 3 and 6 mm, respectively, and a force of 400 N was applied to ensure sufficient plastic deformation was introduced in the sample. After removal of bending load, the sample was subjected to X-ray diffraction scanning at Beamline I15, Diamond Light Source, UK.

3.2. XRD Experiment {#sec3dot2-materials-11-00427}
-------------------

The layout of the XRD experiment is illustrated in [Figure 2](#materials-11-00427-f002){ref-type="fig"}a. The beam size of X-ray used was 20 $\mathsf{\mu}$m × 20 $\mathsf{\mu}$m to ensure that there were a sufficient number of grains within the gauge volume to produce enough powder averaging and thereby good statistics. The resulting Debye-Scherrer rings were mostly continuous, which ensured that after the conversion of 2D data to 1D plots, the bell-shaped diffraction peaks have sufficient resolution to facilitate high precision Gaussian fitting. The inset on the bottom right of [Figure 3](#materials-11-00427-f003){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates the equivalent 1D plot obtained from the base image and serves to illustrate the peak shapes obtained. A monochromatic beam with an energy of 72 keV and cross sectional size of $20\,\mathsf{\mu}m{\times \, 20\,\mathsf{\mu}m}$ was scanned along the central line of 3-point bending sample between points A and B as shown in [Figure 2](#materials-11-00427-f002){ref-type="fig"}b. The step size of the line scan was $10\,\mathsf{\mu}$m, and 180 data points were collected (a sequence of 180 diffraction patterns was acquired), covering the entire width of the bar. The beam size was twice the step size and therefore there was 50% overlap between successive steps. A Perkin-Elmer flat panel detector 1621 EN (Wiesbaden, Germany) with 0.2 mm × 0.2 mm pixel size was placed 1125.5 mm away from the sample for 2D diffraction data collection. The matrix of the detector used in this study was 2048 × 2048 pixels. With the smallest reliably detectable ring shift of 0.05 (typical for sub-pixel accuracy DIC) and the image size of 2048 pixels, the accuracy of lattice strains can reach $\sim 10^{- 5}$.

3.3. DIC Analysis {#sec3dot3-materials-11-00427}
-----------------

In order to perform reliable DIC analysis image processing needs to be applied to the images before automated tracking is performed. This process is critical as the DIC process is reliant upon comparing the intensity of different images, and therefore it is important to maintain image intensity throughout the scan. In this study it was evident that electronic noise (dark field) of the detector had an impact on the results obtained and hence needed to be considered during the image processing stages. A single dark field image was subtracted from each pattern of the XRD line scan in order to correct variations in detector sensitivity. Furthermore, image filtering was performed using '2D Gaussian' and 'Contrast' filters. Both these filters are available in the MathWorks Image Processing Toolbox \[[@B44-materials-11-00427]\] and are embedded in the DIC code used \[[@B38-materials-11-00427]\]. The purpose of this automatic step in the DIC algorithm is to optimise image quality for subsequent DIC analysis. Image pre-processing was evaluated by monitoring the presence of sharp peak with small *sd* in the cross-correlation surface for a better confidence in fitting accuracy.

DIC was performed on the 3rd ring of the diffraction pattern that corresponds to crystallographic plane normal with the Miller index (1 0 1). The first image of the sequence of 180 diffraction patterns was used as the base image from which all marker displacements were calculated. The coordinates of the markers were calculated using the ring radius and azimuthal angle ($\beta$) with respect to the image centre coordinates, and saved into 'gridx' and 'gridy' data files. [Figure 3](#materials-11-00427-f003){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the positioning of the markers on the base image. Eight ring segments were chosen, corresponding to the azimuthal angles $0^{\circ}$, $45^{\circ}$, $90^{\circ}$, $135^{\circ}$, $180^{\circ}$, $225^{\circ}$, $270^{\circ}$ and $315^{\circ}$. For each ring segment, 31 markers were uniformly placed within the central angle range of 1°. A higher magnification image of the markers positioned at an azimuthal angle 90° are shown in the top right inset of [Figure 3](#materials-11-00427-f003){ref-type="fig"} as an example. The radial shift of each of the marker positions (for the 8 ring segments) was determined using DIC, and then converted to strains based on Equations ([1](#FD1-materials-11-00427){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and ([2](#FD2-materials-11-00427){ref-type="disp-formula"}) as described in more detail below. This complete range of strain values served as input for the computation of the full in-plane strain tensor. Note that the coordinate system related to both the sample and laboratory coordinates was used throughout the analysis ([Figure 2](#materials-11-00427-f002){ref-type="fig"}a).

In the DIC analysis performed, the *corrsize* parameter value was set to 20 pixels which corresponds to a square searching area of size 41 × 41 pixels. The principle of choosing *corrsize* for XRD-DIC analysis is to ensure that each marker could be tracked in a large enough area, while avoiding aliasing (false matches) that arise from other high intensity features (rings) within the searching area. The searching area for the markers located at an azimuthal angle of $90^{\circ}$ is illustrated in [Figure 3](#materials-11-00427-f003){ref-type="fig"}, which can be seen to cover all the space between the 2nd ring and the 3rd ring while excluding the 2nd ring.

The output of the XRD-DIC analysis is the new matched shifted coordinates of each marker. By comparing a marker's new position with its initial position, the radial displacement can be calculated. The radial displacement of the 3rd ring on each image, $\overline{dp}$, is calculated by averaging the radial displacement of markers:$$\overline{dp} = \frac{1}{n}\mathsf{\Sigma}_{i = 1}^{n}\sqrt{\left( p_{i}^{\prime} - p_{i} \right)^{2}}$$ where $p_{i}^{\prime}$ and $p_{i}$ denote the marker radial position in the current and base images, respectively.

The equation for elastic lattice strain calculation can be obtained from Equations ([1](#FD1-materials-11-00427){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and ([2](#FD2-materials-11-00427){ref-type="disp-formula"}), which is shown as follows: $$\epsilon = - \frac{1}{2}\frac{\left( \frac{p_{0}}{D} \right)^{2}}{\sqrt{1 + \left( \frac{p_{0}}{D} \right)^{2}} - 1}\cos^{2}\left( 2\theta \right)\frac{dp}{p_{0}} \approx - \frac{dp}{p_{0}}$$ where $p_{0}$ (mm) is the radial distance between the ring and the image centre in the strain-free condition (similar to the role of $d_{0}$ in Equation ([2](#FD2-materials-11-00427){ref-type="disp-formula"})), *D* (mm) is the sample-detector distance and $2\theta$ is the angle between incident and diffracted X-rays. Note that the pixel area is equal to 0.2 mm × 0.2 mm, hence $p_{0}$ has mm as unit. In the experimental configuration used $\theta$ is $\sim 1.8^{\circ}$, and therefore small angle approximation can be used to simplify strain calculation. Note that in this paper $p_{0}$ and $d_{0}$ were both set by placing the strain of the central position of the line scan to zero, since the middle point on the sample is likely to be close to strain-free state.

The strain uncertainty for each azimuthal angle is calculated on the basis of the *sd* value of position evaluation using the approach described in the literature \[[@B39-materials-11-00427]\]. These values are used to generate the error bars shown in the strain profile plot in [Figure 4](#materials-11-00427-f004){ref-type="fig"} for different azimuthal angles.

4. Results and Discussion {#sec4-materials-11-00427}
=========================

The accuracy of XRD-DIC technique can be validated by comparison with the results of the conventional ConFit analysis. [Figure 4](#materials-11-00427-f004){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the comparison between strain results at the azimuthal angles $0^{\circ}$, $45^{\circ}$, $90^{\circ}$, $135^{\circ}$, $180^{\circ}$, $225^{\circ}$, $270^{\circ}$ and $315^{\circ}$ respectively. The horizontal axis is the distance across the sample. The conditional ConFit profiles are shown using black solid line, whilst the newly developed XRD-DIC results are shown as red dots with the associated error bars. Fit2D \[[@B45-materials-11-00427]\] and Matlab \[[@B46-materials-11-00427]\] were used for the conversion from 2D to 1D patterns and Gaussian fitting respectively in the ConFit method.

The XRD-DIC results clearly show good agreement with the results from the ConFit method, even when the absolute value of strain is relatively small, as is the case for the angles of $0^{\circ}$ and $180^{\circ}$ where strains fall below $5 \times 10^{- 4}$. It is interesting to observe that the error of strain determination varies for different angles. For example, the error bars are larger at azimuthal angles $45^{\circ}$, $135^{\circ}$, $225^{\circ}$ and $315^{\circ}$ than that of the other ('square') angles. This effect maybe associated with the nature of the DIC analysis process, but may also be affected by the presence of texture (preferred orientation) within the sample.

Whilst in the conventional lab XRD, a 1D line profile is obtained for the scattering vector located in the sample normal plane, in the case of high energy transmission XRD with 2D detector, the scattering vector directions form a conical surface with the half angle very close to $90^{\circ}$. This corresponds to scanning the scattering direction around $360^{\circ}$ in the plane of the sample, which includes the loading direction (horizontal), transverse direction (vertical), as well as all the intermediate directions, and they are all recorded in one 2D Debye-Scherrer ring pattern. In principle, the knowledge of three non-collinear strain values is enough to determine the in-plane principal strains and directions through fitting using Equation ([5](#FD5-materials-11-00427){ref-type="disp-formula"}). However, fitting in this paper relies on data of 8 directions to improve the robustness of interpretation. $$\epsilon\left( \beta \right) = \frac{\epsilon_{1} - \epsilon_{2}}{2}\cos\left\lbrack 2\left( \beta - \beta_{0} \right) \right\rbrack + \frac{\epsilon_{1} + \epsilon_{2}}{2}$$ $\beta$ is the azimuthal angle and $\epsilon_{1}$ and $\epsilon_{2}$ are the unknown principal strains. In an ideal 3-point bending experiment, $0^{\circ}$ and $90^{\circ}$ in the current coordinate should be the principal directions. However, this is sometimes not exactly true in real cases because of reasons such as the misalignment of the sample during XRD experiment. To facilitate for this potential offset, the variable $\beta_{0}$ was introduced into Equation ([5](#FD5-materials-11-00427){ref-type="disp-formula"}) as this offset angle and least squares fitting was used to determine an estimate.

[Figure 5](#materials-11-00427-f005){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates the XRD-DIC strain estimates (red dots) and fitting result (black solid line) as a function of azimuthal angle for distance 0.19 mm, 1.02 mm and 1.31 mm (corresponding to images 19, 102 and 131) as examples, along with the corresponding radar plot. The values of $\beta_{0}$ for distance 0.19 mm, 1.02 mm and 1.31 mm are $5.6^{\circ}$, $19.2^{\circ}$ and $5.6^{\circ}$, respectively.

[Figure 6](#materials-11-00427-f006){ref-type="fig"} shows the 'quiver plot' of XRD-DIC residual strain results, as well as the results for the principal strains and directions. The black curve indicates the residual elastic strain values in the $90^{\circ}$ azimuthal direction calculated by XRD-DIC. The two principal strains are represented by the blue ($\epsilon 1$) and the red ($\epsilon 2$) arrows, whose length and direction indicates the magnitude and direction of the principal strains, respectively.

5. Conclusions and Outlook {#sec5-materials-11-00427}
==========================

In this paper a new approach for the analysis of 2D XRD data is proposed, developed and implemented, which we refer to as XRD-DIC. It offers a convenient and robust way of analysing XRD data for strain evaluation. The advantages of XRD-DIC stem from the fact that the conversion of 2D data set to the equivalent 1D intensity-2$\theta$ profile and fitting for peak position determination are no longer necessary. Instead, 2D patterns are analysed directly to monitor the radial shift in the Debye-Scherrer diffraction ring position by correlation image tracking. As a result, errors are minimised. Meanwhile, 'caking' operation for obtaining strain values at different azimuthal angles that is required in the conventional conversion and fitting procedure is obviated when using XRD-DIC. Lattice strains can be analysed using this approach for at as many angles as needed in one analysis, preparing the data input for full in-plane strain evaluation. The strain results attained from XRD-DIC and ConFit approaches show good agreement, even when low magnitude ($5 \times 10^{- 4}$) strains were examined, as illustrated in [Figure 4](#materials-11-00427-f004){ref-type="fig"}. The principal directions of strains in a 3-point-bent bar were aligned with the axial and transverse directions with a small angular difference. The full in-plane strain state at each point of the scan line was obtained using the complete strain data extracted by fitting the results to the azimuthal strain variation according to Equation ([5](#FD5-materials-11-00427){ref-type="disp-formula"}) that corresponds to Mohr's circle construction.

It is concluded that XRD-DIC offers a reliable and accurate approach to the analysis of XRD data for the purpose of strain evaluation. The approach is beneficial in several aspects, namely, in that it (a) simplifies the analysis process by omitting the 'caking' conversion between 2D and equivalent 1D data, saving effort and minimising possible error sources associated with 'caking', and (b) allows evaluating the full in-plane strain state efficiently.

In terms of the outlook for the future use of the XRD-DIC approach proposed herein, it is worthwhile considering the effect of grain statistics within the sampling volume on the quality of 2D diffraction pattern and its interpretation. Grainy diffraction patterns arise when the number of grains that satisfy Bragg scattering condition within the sampling volume is low. This is known to cause problems for the evaluation of average lattice strain using the ConFit approach as grainy Debye-Scherrer rings give rise to poor quality of peaks on the 1D plot, leading to large scatter in the Gaussian peak fitting results. An interesting potential scope for future XRD-DIC analysis is to interpret diffraction patterns consisting of grainy rings in order to extract strain information from them. This approach may be combined with grain tracking, and also with sample tilting in order to obtain full 3D information in the reciprocal space.

The DIC analysis performed is based on Matlab(R) code developed by Melanie Senn and Christoph Eberl \[[@B38-materials-11-00427]\]. We are grateful for the funding received from EU FP7 project iSTRESS (604646) for the MBLEM laboratory at University of Oxford. We also thank the access to the facilities at the Research Complex at Harwell (RCaH), under the Centre for In situ Processing Studies (CIPS).
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![DIC setup illustrated for the base image with markers placed at different azimuthal angles on the (101) diffraction ring. The markers and searching area for the $90^{\circ}$ azimuthal angle are shown at a higher magnification in the figure inserts as an example.](materials-11-00427-g003){#materials-11-00427-f003}

![Comparison of residual elastic strains obtained from XRD-DIC (red dots with error bar) and ConFit method (solid black curve) at the azimuthal angles of $0^{\circ}$, $45^{\circ}$, $90^{\circ}$, $135^{\circ}$, $180^{\circ}$, $225^{\circ}$, $270^{\circ}$ and $315^{\circ}$ respectively.](materials-11-00427-g004){#materials-11-00427-f004}

![The azimuthal variation of residual elastic strains obtained using XRD-DIC from distance 0.19 mm, 1.02 mm and 1.31 mm as examples, showing the results of least squares fitting along with corresponding polar plots.](materials-11-00427-g005){#materials-11-00427-f005}

![Quiver plot of in-plane principal strains across the central line in the bent bar plotted together with the residual elastic strain at $90^{\circ}$ calculated using XRD-DIC.](materials-11-00427-g006){#materials-11-00427-f006}
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